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Abstract This electronic template provides authors with the specification for formatting the abstracts of their oral or poster presentations and the guideline for the submission. Please do not alter the margins (this section should not exceed 100 words).

Keywords cloud computing; web technologies; human-machine cooperation; brain-computer interaction (up to five keywords)

I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of the Internet of Everything and its continuous interaction with human beings, we are witnessing the ever-expanding impacts of computer science and web technologies on every facet of society, from individual lives to national economies around the world. Driving forces of these trends originate in academia as AEARU member institutions are playing key roles in contributing to the fundamental as well as far-reaching research growth.

At the 10th AEARU Workshop on Computer Science and Web Technology to be hosted by the University of Tsukuba, Japan, we plan to focus on such topics as cloud computing, web technologies, human-machine cooperation, and brain-computer interaction.

The program will consist of several oral and poster presentation sessions by faculty, researchers, and graduate students from member universities. See http://aearu-cswt2015.sie.tsukuba.ac.jp/ for further info. The presenters will be provided with accommodation and meals during the workshop period.

II. FORMAT OF ABSTRACT

All abstracts of oral and poster presentations will be compiled into a booklet and distributed to the participants in the workshop. We ask the presenter to submit the abstract (do not include any patented information) until the due date shown below. All abstracts must be written in English and no longer than two pages (A4 paper size of this template). Use the Times Roman or Times New Roman fonts of 11 points size. Please follow the format of this template. Margins, column widths, line spacing, and type styles are built-in. You may insert two-column equations, tables, and figures, but you must not change the margins.

III. SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACTS

A. Application for Oral and Poster Presentation

Those who want to participate in the workshop and deliver oral or poster presentations are advised to contact the AEARU offices at home universities. The abstract of oral or poster presentations prepared in the specified template should be e-mailed directly by the author to aearu-cs@un.tsukuba.ac.jp by November 28, 2014. Student participants are required to obtain permission for application from their supervisors whose names and mail addresses should be provided. All inquiries can be sent to the same e-mail address as well.

B. Notification of Acceptance

We accept at most one presentation per author, although he/she may coauthor multiple abstracts. Notification of acceptance will be sent to presenters on December 15, 2014. Accepted authors are then requested to submit the camera-ready abstracts using the same template by January 16, 2015.
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